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Document Purpose
This document helps to understand and start using DITAworks Modeling component.
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Chapter 1
Basic concepts

 1.1 What are topics?
A topic is a unit of information with a title and some form of content, short enough to be specific to a
single subject or answer a single question, but long enough to make sense on its own and be authored
as a unit.

In DITA, a topic is the basic unit of authoring and of reuse. An XML document may contain one
topic or multiple topics, and a document type may support authoring one or many kinds of topics.
But regardless of where they occur, all DITA topics have the same basic structure and capabilities.
Books, PDF files, Websites, and help sets, for example, can all be constructed from the same set of
underlying topic content, although there may be some topics that are unique to a particular deliverable,
and the organization of topics may differ to take advantage of the unique capabilities of each delivery
mechanism.

DITA topics can be as small as a title that organizes other subtopics or links or as large as a few
pages or screens of content. Larger units of content, such as complex reference documents or book
chapters, can be created by nesting topics, either directly in a single document or indirectly through
references in a DITA map. Nested DITA topics can be used to accommodate the migration of legacy
non-topic-oriented content, as well as information with specific authoring requirements, such as
marketing material or API reference documents.

Reference information is inherently topic-oriented, since it requires information to be modular and self-
contained for the sake of retrievability.

Topic-oriented authoring for conceptual and task information has its roots in Minimalism, an
instructional design technique first espoused by John Carroll. The minimalist approach to information
design focuses on identifying the smallest amount of instruction that allows for the successful
completion of a task, or that provides basic knowledge of a concept. Readers have goals, and they
want to achieve those goals as quickly as possible. Generally, readers don't want to read information
just for the pleasure of reading. They are reading to learn or to do something.

Some of the key principles of Minimalism are:

• Support actions. Let people act as they learn, and let them pursue the goals they want to
accomplish.

• Document tasks, not tools or functions.

• Help readers anticipate and avoid errors.

• Let readers explore. They don't need explained what they can discover for themselves.

While DITA's topic-oriented approach has its roots in instructional design, the topic-based approach
can be useful for any information that has human readers and a consistent structure.
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 1.2 What are maps?
DITA maps are documents that collect and organize references to DITA topics to indicate the
relationships among the topics. They can also serve as outlines or tables of contents for DITA
deliverables and as build manifests for DITA projects.

DITA maps represent the architecture of an information set – what topics are needed, in what order or
relationships, to support a particular set of user goals or other requirements.

Maps describe the context in which the topics will be read – the audience, platform, relationships,
requirements of the information set. In this way, the topics themselves become relatively context-free,
and can be more easily used and reused in many different contexts, as defined by maps.

Maps draw on a rich set of existing best practices and standards for defining information models,
such as hierarchical task analysis. They also support the definition of non-hierarchical relationships,
such as matrices and groups, which provide a set of capabilities that has some similarities to RDF
(Resource Description Framework) and ISO (International Standards Organization) topic maps. See
http://www.w3.org/RDF/ and http://www.topicmaps.org/ for more information on those standards.

A DITA map file references one or more DITA topic files using <topicref> elements. The <topicref>
elements can be nested or otherwise organized to reflect the desired relationships between the
referenced topics. Map files need to have a file extension of .ditamap to be processed properly.

 1.3 What is specialization?
Specialization allows you to define new kinds of information (new structural types or new domains
of information), while reusing as much of existing design and code as possible, and minimizing or
eliminating the costs of interchange, migration, and maintenance.

Specialization is used when new structural types or new domains are needed. DITA specialization
can be used when you want to make changes to your design for the sake of increased consistency
or descriptiveness or have extremely specific needs for output that cannot be addressed using the
current data model. Specialization is not recommended for simply creating different output types as
DITA documents may be transformed to different outputs without resorting to specialization (see ).

There are two kinds of specialization hierarchy: one for structural types (with topic or map at the root)
and one for domains (with elements in topic or map at their root, or the attributes props or base).
Structural types define topic or map structures, such as concept or task or reference, which often
apply across subject areas (for example, a user interface task and a programming task may both
consist of a series of steps). Domains define markup for a particular information domain or subject
area, such as programming, or hardware. Each of them represent an “is a” hierarchy, in object-
oriented terms, with each structural type or domain being a subclass of its parent. For example, a
specialization of task is still a task; and a specialization of the user interface domain is still part of the
user interface domain.

Use specialization when you are dealing with new semantics (new, meaningful categories of
information, either in the form of new structural types or new domains). The new semantics can be
encoded as part of a specialization hierarchy, that allows them to be transformed back to more general
equivalents, and also ensures that the specialized content can be processed by existing transforms.

http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.topicmaps.org/
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 1.4 Generalization
Specialized content can be generalized to any ancestor type. The generalization process can preserve
information about the former level of specialization to allow round-tripping between specialized and
unspecialized forms of the same content.

The generalization can either be for the purpose of migration (for example, when retiring an
unsuccessful specialization) or for temporary round-tripping (for example, when moving content
through a process that is not specialization aware and has only been enabled for instances of the
base structural type). When generalizing for migration, the class attribute and domains attribute should
be absent from the generalized instance document so that the default values in the general DTD or
schema will be used. When generalizing for round-tripping, the class attribute and domains attribute
should retain the original specialized values in the generalized instance document.

Any DITA document can contain a mix of markup from at least one structural type and zero or more
domains. The structural types and domains allowed in a particular document type are defined by the
document type shell.

When generalizing the document, the generalizer may choose to leave a structural type or domain as-
is, or may choose to generalize that type or domain to any of its ancestors.

The generalizer can supply the source and target for each generalization: for example, generalize
from reference to topic. The generalizer can specify multiple targets in one pass: for example,
generalize from reference to topic and from ui-d to topic. When the source and target are not
supplied, generalization is assumed to be from all structural types to the base (topic or map), and no
generalization for domains.

The generalizer can also supply the target document type. When the target document type is not
supplied, the generalized document will not contain a DTD or schema reference. At some time in the
future it may be possible to automatically generate a document type shell and target document type
based on the class and domains attributes in the generalized document.

The generalization process should be able to handle cases where it is given just sources for
generalization (in which case the designated source types are generalized to topic or map), just
targets for generalization (in which case all descendants of the target are generalized to that target), or
both (in which case only the specified descendants of the target are generalized to that target).

For each structural type instance, the generalization process checks whether the structural type
instance is a candidate for generalization, or whether it has domains that are candidates for
generalization. It is important to be selective about which structural type instances to process: if
the process simply generalizes every element based on its class attribute values, an instruction to
generalize "reference" to "topic" could leave an APIReference topic with an invalid content model,
since any elements it reuses from "reference" would have been renamed to topic-level equivalents.

The class attribute for the root element of the structural type is checked before generalizing structural
types:

Target and source Source unspecified Source specified

Target unspecified Generalize this structural type to its
base ancestor

Check whether the root element of
the topic type matches a specified
source; generalize to its base
ancestor if it does, otherwise ignore
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the structural type instance unless it
has domains to generalize.

Target specified Check whether the class attribute
contains the target; generalize to
the target if it does, otherwise skip
the structural type instance unless it
has domains to generalize.

If the root element matches a
specified source but its class
attribute does not contain the target,
emit an error message. If the root
element matches a specified source
and its class attribute does contain
the target, generalize to the target.
Otherwise ignore the structural type
instance unless it has domains to
generalize.

The domains attribute for the root element of the structural type is checked before generalizing
domains:

Target and source Source unspecified Source specified

Target unspecified Do not generalize domain
specializations in this structural
type.

Check whether the domains
attribute lists the specified domain;
proceed with generalization if
it does, otherwise ignore the
structural type instance unless it is
itself a candidate for generalization.

Target specified Check whether the domains
attribute contains the target;
generalize to the target if it does,
otherwise skip the structural
type instance unless it is itself a
candidate for generalization.

If the domains attribute matches
a specified source but the domain
value string does not contain the
target, emit an error message. If
the domains attribute matches a
specified source and the domain
value string does contain the target,
generalize to the target. Otherwise
ignore the structural type instance
unless it is itself a candidate for
generalization.

For each element in a candidate structural type instance:

Target and source Source unspecified Source specified

Target unspecified If the class attribute starts with
"-" (part of a structural type) rename
the element to its base ancestor
equivalent. Otherwise ignore it.

Check whether the last value of the
class attribute matches a specified
source; generalize to its base
ancestor if it does, otherwise ignore
the element.

Target specified Check whether the class attribute
contains the target; rename the
element to the value associated
with the target if it does contain

If the last value in the class attribute
matches a specified source but the
previous values do not include the
target, emit an error message. If
the last value in the class attribute
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the target, otherwise ignore the
element.

matches a specified source and
the previous values do include the
target, rename the element to the
value associated with the target.
Otherwise ignore the element.

When renaming elements during round-trip generalization, the generalization process should preserve
the values of all attributes. When renaming elements during one-way or migration generalization, the
process should preserve the values of all attributes except the class and domains attribute, both of
which should be supplied by the target document type.

 1.5 Structural versus domain specialization
Structural specialization defines new types of structured information, such as new topic types or new
map types. Domain specialization creates new markup that can be useful in multiple structural types,
such as new kinds of keywords, tables, or lists, or new attributes such as conditional processing
attributes.

Structural types define structures for modules of information, such as concept or task or reference,
which often apply across subject areas (for example, a user interface task and a programming
task may both consist of a series of steps). When new elements are introduced through structural
specialization, the elements that contain the new elements must be specialized as well; and the new
container elements must have their containers specialized in turn, all the way to the root element for
the module (for example, the <topic> element or <map> element).

Domains typically define markup for a particular domain or subject area, such as programming, or
hardware. Domain elements become available wherever their ancestor elements are allowed once
the domains are integrated with the structural specializations in a document type. Domain attributes
(based off of props or base) become available wherever the props or base attributes are allowed.

Both structural specialization hierarchies and domain specialization hierarchies are “is a” hierarchies,
in object-oriented terms, with each structural type or domain being a subclass of its parent. For
example, a specialization of task is still a task; and a specialization of the programming domain is still
concerned with programming.

Structural and domain hierarchies must share a common base module in order to be integrated
together. For example, domains for use across topic types must ultimately be specialized off of
elements or the specializable attributes in <topic>; domains for use across both topic types and map
types must be specialized off of the elements or specializable attributes that are common to both
types.

With the exception of the common base modules (topic and map), a domain cannot be specialized
from a structural type. For example, a domain cannot be specialized from elements in <task>,
only from the root structural modules for <topic> or <map>. This rule ensures that domains can be
integrated and document types can be generalized predictably.

Elements and attributes created by specialization are scoped by the name of the structural type or
domain in which they were declared. For structural types, the name is the same as the root element:
for example, task is the name of the structural type whose root element is <task>. For domains,
the name is not shared with any element, but is assigned by the developer of the specialization. By
convention, domain names end with "-d" and are kept short; for example, ui-d for the user interface
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domain and pr-d for the programming domain. Attribute domains are a special case, typically named
after the attribute being defined, with the addition of "-a".

 1.6 Integration
Each domain specialization or structural specialization has its own design module. These modules can
be combined to create many different document types. The process of creating a new document type
from a specific combination of modules is called integration.

Integration is accomplished using a document type shell, which defines the modules to be integrated
and how they will be integrated. Integration defines both what topic types and domains will be allowed
in the document type, and how the topic types will be allowed to nest.

The module for a specific type should contain only the declarations for elements and attributes that
are unique to that type, and should not embed any other modules. The shell should contain no markup
declarations, and should directly reference all the modules it requires. Nesting shells or nesting
modules (having shells that embed other shells, or modules that embed other modules) is discouraged
since it adds complexity and may break some tools. Sharing between document types should be
accomplished through shared modules, not through direct reference to any other document type.
Dependencies between modules should be satisfied by the integrating shell, not through the module
itself.

 1.7 DTD organization
The OASIS DITA document types are implemented with a set of DTD modules. Some of these
modules are used by every DITA document type; others are only used by topics or by maps, and some
are only used in specific specializations.

DTDs versus Modules

A significant feature of the DITA implementation is that it places more importance on the modules than
on the actual DTD. All element and attribute type declarations are made in modules, which are then
integrated into a document type using a document type shell. Implementors are free to create new
DTDs that reorganize the modules, introduce new modules, or remove modules as appropriate. For
example, the standard topic DTD from OASIS includes all of the standard topic domains; in addition,
while the default topic DTD allows topics to nest, it is not possible to include concepts. A new DTD
can change one or both of these features and still be valid; the DTD may add or remove domains, and
it may allow topic to nest concepts, or allow authoring of different types at the same level, as in the
ditabase document type. When creating a new or changing an existing DTD, users should remember
to give the new or changed DTD a new public ID, so that various DITA tools will not confuse the new
DTD with the default OASIS version.

Description of DITA Modules

Each specialization requires one or more modules to define elements for that specialization. Any DTD
that makes use of a specialization must include the modules for that specialization.

In addition to the modules specific to a specialization, there are several files that are used by
every DITA DTD. These are included in the base topic or map modules, so they do not need to be
referenced in the DTD – they are already included simply by including the topic or map module.

The tables below describe each of the DTD modules that come with the OASIS DITA standard.
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Table1. Description of topic and its specialization modules

Common module file Purpose Used within DTD
topic.mod Define all elements that may be

used within the base topic type.
Must be included in any topic-
based DITA DTD.

concept.mod Define elements used within the
concept specialization.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd

glossary.mod Define elements used within the
glossary specialization

glossary.dtd, ditabase.dtd

reference.mod Define elements used within the
reference specialization.

reference.dtd, ditabase.dtd

task.mod Define elements used within the
task specialization.

task.dtd, ditabase.dtd

Table2. Description of map and its specialization modules

Common module file Purpose Used within DTD
map.mod Define all elements that may be

used within the base map type.
Must be included in any map-
based DITA DTD.

bookmap.mod Define elements used within the
bookmap specialization.

bookmap.dtd

Table3. Description of domain modules

Common module file Purpose Used within DTD
indexingDomain.ent,
indexingDomain.mod

Define entities and elements
used by the indexing domain.

bookmap.dtd, concept.dtd,
ditabase.dtd, glossary.dtd,
map.dtd reference.dtd, task.dtd,
topic.dtd

highlightDomain.ent,
highlightDomain.mod

Define entities and elements
used by the highlighting domain.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd,
glossary.dtd, reference.dtd,
task.dtd, topic.dtd

programmingDomain.ent,
programmingDomain.ent

Define entities and elements
used by the programming
domain.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd,
glossary.dtd, reference.dtd,
task.dtd, topic.dtd

softwareDomain.ent,
softwareDomain.mod

Define entities and elements
used by the software domain.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd,
glossary.dtd, reference.dtd,
task.dtd, topic.dtd

uiDomain.ent, uiDomain.mod Define entities and elements
used by the user interface
domain.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd,
glossary.dtd, reference.dtd,
task.dtd, topic.dtd

utilitiesDomain.ent,
utilitiesDomain.mod

Define entities and elements
used by the utilities domain.

concept.dtd, ditabase.dtd,
glossary.dtd, reference.dtd,
task.dtd, topic.dtd

mapGroup.ent, mapGroup.mod Define entities and elements
used by the map group domain.

map.dtd, bookmap.dtd

xnalDomain.ent,
xnalDomain.mod

Define entities and elements
used by the XNAL domain.

bookmap.dtd
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Table4. Description of other common modules used by the files above

Common module file Purpose Used within module
commonElements.ent,
commonElements.mod

Define all content elements that
may appear in both maps and
topics.

topic.mod, map.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA
DTD)

metaDecl.mod Define meta elements that may
appear in both maps and topics

topic.mod, map.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA
DTD)

tblDecl.mod Defines the complex tables
used within DITA, based on the
OASIS Exchange Table model.

commonElements.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA
DTD)

topicDefn.ent Defines entities used within the
topic module.

topic.mod (this makes it a part
of any topic-based DITA DTD)

 1.8 XML Schema organization
The OASIS DITA document types are implemented with a set of schema modules. Some of these
modules are used by every DITA schema document; others are only used by topics or by maps, and
some are only used in specific specializations.

XML Schemas versus Modules

A significant feature of the DITA implementation is that it places more importance on the modules than
on the actual head schema. All element and attribute type declarations are made in modules, which
are then integrated into a document type using a head schema. Implementors are free to create new
head schemas that reorganize the modules, introduce new modules, redefine modules, or remove
modules as appropriate. For example, the standard topic XML Schema from OASIS includes all of the
standard topic domains; in addition, while the default topic XML Schema allows topics to nest, it is not
possible to include concepts. A new XML Schema can change one or both of these features and still
be valid; the XML Schema may add or remove domains, and it may allow topic to nest concepts, or
allow authoring of different types at the same level, as in the ditabase document type.

Description of DITA Modules

Each specialization requires one or more modules to define elements for that specialization. Any XML
Schema that makes use of a specialization must include the modules for that specialization.

In addition to the modules specific to a specialization, there are several files that are used by every
DITA XML Schema. These are included in the base topic or map modules, so they do not need to
be referenced in the XML Schema – they are already included simply by including the topic or map
module.

The tables below describe each of the XML Schema modules that come with the OASIS DITA
standard.

Table5. Description of topic and its specialization module

Common module file Purpose Used within XML Schema
topicMod.xsd, topicGrp.xsd Define all elements that may be

used within the base topic type.
Must be included in any topic-
based DITA XML Schema.

conceptMod.xsd,
conceptGrp.xsd

Define elements used within the
concept specialization.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd
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Common module file Purpose Used within XML Schema
glossaryMod.xsd,
glossaryGrp.xsd

Define elements used within the
glossary specialization

glossary.xsd, ditabase.xsd

referenceMod.xsd,
referenceGrp.xsd

Define elements used within the
reference specialization.

reference.xsd, ditabase.xsd

taskMod.xsd, taskGrp.xsd Define elements used within the
task specialization.

task.xsd, ditabase.xsd

Table6. Description of map and its specialization modules

Common module file Purpose Used within DTD
mapMod.xsd Define all elements that may be

used within the base map type.
Must be included in any map-
based DITA XML Schema.

bookmapMod.xsd Define elements used within the
bookmap specialization.

bookmap.xsd

Table7. Description of domain modules

Common module file Purpose Used within DTD
indexingDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements

used by the indexing domain.
bookmap.xsd, concept.xsd,
ditabase.xsd, glossary.xsd,
map.xsd reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

highlightDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the highlighting domain.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd,
glossary.xsd, reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

programmingDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the programming
domain.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd,
glossary.xsd, reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

softwareDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the software domain.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd,
glossary.xsd, reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

uiDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the user interface
domain.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd,
glossary.xsd, reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

utilitiesDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the utilities domain.

concept.xsd, ditabase.xsd,
glossary.xsd, reference.xsd,
task.xsd, topic.xsd

mapGroupMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the map group domain.

map.xsd, bookmap.xsd

xnalDomainMod.xsd Define entities and elements
used by the XNAL domain.

bookmap.xsd

Table8. Description of other common modules used by the files above

Common module file Purpose Used within module
commonElementsMod.xsd,
commonElementsGrp.xsd

Define all content elements that
may appear in both maps and
topics.

topic.mod, map.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA XML
Schema)
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Common module file Purpose Used within module
metaDeclMod.xsd,
metaDeclGrp.xsd

Define meta elements that may
appear in both maps and topics

topic.mod, map.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA XML
Schema)

tblDeclMod.xsd, tblDeclGrp.xsd Defines the complex tables
used within DITA, based on the
OASIS Exchange Table model.

commonElements.mod (this
makes it a part of any DITA XML
Schema)

ditaarch.xsd Defines the attribute that defines
DITA's architectural version

Must be imported in any topic-
based DITA XML Schema.

xml.xsd Defines the attributes with the
XML namespace

Must be imported in any topic-
based DITA XML Schema.

 1.9 Specialization validity
When you specialize one element from another, or a new attribute from props or base, the new
element or attribute must obey certain rules in order to be a valid specialization.

• A new element must have a content model that is equivalent to or more restrictive than its parent.

• A new element must have attributes that are equivalent to or a subset of the attributes of its
parent.

• A new element's attributes must have values or value ranges that are equivalent to or a subset of
the parent's attributes' values or value ranges.

• A new element must have a properly formed class attribute.

• A new attribute must be specialized from props or base, following the rules for attribute domain
specialization.

• A new attribute's values must conform to the rules for conditional processing values, that is,
alphanumeric space-delimited values, except when in generalized form, when the values should
conform to the rules for attribute generalization.
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Chapter 2
Modeling in DITAworks
Block of DITAworks functionality discussed here is related to operations with model. Model is a central
meta information source for different tooling in DITAworks. This meta information provides details
about structure of content that has to be managed, rules that have to be followed, transformations that
have to be applied and s.o.

DITAworks tools as well as external 3rd party tools are using this information to adjust themselves
properly to content that is being edited.

When talking about DITAworks model(meta information) we can differentiate several levels of it:

• Base DITA Model. This model level includes all model parts of standard DITA, like element
structural definitions, specializations and s.o. To work with this level DITAworks provides a
separate application DITA Visual Specialization Manager.

• Extended Model. This model level includes meta information that is not covered by standard
DITA. Examples: WYSIWYG templates, transformation templates, tool settings and s.o. This
model level is managed by set of tools provided in Extended Modeling Features.

• Project settings. This type of meta information is stored on content project level and it affects
behavior of different DITAworkstools.

 

 2.1 Modeling Perspective

To make best use of Modeling functions DITAworks defines a special Modeling Perspective. Modeling
Perspective provides a visual layout for set of UI elements that enable work with model projects.
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Modeling perspective can be activated by selecting "DITA Modeling" button in Area 1 on screenshot
below:

 

Area 1 displays active perspective name and provides possibility to switch to other available
perspective, e.g. to the DITA Editing perspective(if installed).

Area 2 displays main application tool bar. The contents of this toolbar change based on the active
perspective and installed tooling. Items in the toolbar might be enabled or disabled based on the state
of either the active view or editor. Sections of the main toolbar can be rearranged using the mouse.

Area 3 displays two views DITA Modules and DITA Domains. DITA Modules view provides a
hierarchical view of the available top-level topic types and map types. DITA Domains view provides a
view of the available domains (sets of elements that are specific to particular subject area and active
model Project).

Users can adopt the perspective how they like. Views can be rearranged, minimized, maximized and
even closed. New views can be open using  Window » Show View  menu item.

Project Explorer view can be used for browsing contents of Model Projects.

When model elements are open for editing, appropriate editors are displayed in editor area of model
perspective.

 2.2 Model Project

Model project is a special type of project used for definition of model information like DITA
Specialization elements (specialized DITA types, domains and s.o.), classification, templates, reuse
and conditional processing attributes (tags) information. Model projects are used by Content projects
later on. In this way DITAworks tools working with Content projects will use Modeling meta-information
to handle edited content appropriately.
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To start working with information models, user should create new Model project or use one of the
existing Model projects.

Modeling project comes with certain predefined structure shown on screenshot below:
 

There are several folders created in Model project:

• templates folder. Serves as container for topic and map templates. Any topic or map created
in this folder will be available in "New Topic Wizard" in any Content project that is referencing
current Model.

• customization folder. Usually contains elements of customized Extended model(like customized
xsl files and s.o.)

New model elements can be created in root or in any sub-folder of model project.

Model project also displays a virtual folder representing the DITA Model package. This virtual folder is

marked with icon:  and displays the name of the DITA modeling package. Under this virtual folder
several sub-folders are displayed:

• dependents This sub-folder shows dependent model packages referenced by current model. By
default this is standard DITA_1.1 package.

• modules Displays all structural and domain modules available in current model project.

• templates Displays all Topic and Map templates created in current model project.

• types Displays all document types(infotypes or Shell DTDs) defined in current model project.

 2.3 Create New Model Project

New Model projects have to be created when user wants to define a new type of DITA model or
Specialization.

To create a new model project:

1. On the main tool bar, press on drop down menu on New button and select DITA Model project.
The New Model Project wizard opens.
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2. In the Project name field, type a name for your new Model project. This name will be used for
Name of your new DITA Model as well.

3. Click Next.

4. In the next step, select the model that will be used as a base for newly created Model project.
Base model will be used as basis for Specializations(User can select base DITA 1.1 model or
any of the existing models in the application). Additional models can be selected in case newly
created model has to reference more than one of the existing models.

5. Click Finish.
The new modeling project is created and listed in the Project Explorer.

 

 2.4 Main types of objects in DITAworks modeling
DITAworks modeling project contain files of different type that contain elements of the model. Names
of model components that DITAworks uses is not always the same with DITA Specification. Table
below lists main types of files that are appearing in DITAworks Model projects, briefly describes their
content and how do they relate to standard DITA model parts as mentioned in DITA Specification.
Table9.

File type in DITAworks Description DITA analog

Files with extension *.stmodule These files contain definitions
of DITA Structural modules.
Structural Modules contain
information about Structural
specialization.

Corresponds to content
of .mod and .ent files in
standard DITA Specialization
modularization that contain
structural specializations.

Files with extension *.domain These files contain definitions
of DITA Domains. DITA

Corresponds to content
of .mod and .ent files in
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File type in DITAworks Description DITA analog
domains contain information
about Domain and Attribute
specialization.

standard DITA Specialization
modularization that contain
domain specializations

Files with extension *.infotype These files contain definitions of
DITA Infotypes.

In standard DITA Specialization
modularization this corresponds
to Shell DTD.
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Chapter 3
Working With Base DITA Model
Defining DITA specializations is the most complex part of DITA-based projects. People dealing with
DITA specialization must understand DTD/XSD, Architectures of DITA model and DITA Open Toolkit
deeply. Visual modeling features of DITA Visual Specialization Manager hide this complexity and
allow end users to concentrate on information modeling rather than internal details of DITA Technical
Specification or DITA OT functionality.

This chapter will focus on set of tools that are part of DITAworks DITA Visual Specialization
Manager(DVSM: http://www.ditaworks.com/modeling/).

DITA Visual Specialization Manager simplifies process of new DITA Specialization definitions by
providing several visual tools like:

• Visual Editor for DITA Structural modules.

• Visual Editor for DITA Domain modules.

• Visual Editor for DITA Infotypes(Shell DTDs).
Note: In DITAworks version 1.1 Modeling component support DITA 1.1 Specification. DITA 1.2 will be
supported in future versions.

 3.1 DITA Specialization Support

DITA Specialization

DITA Specialization is a process of declaring new element types and attributes based on existing DITA
element types and attributes.

The following types of DITA specialization are supported in DITA Visual Specialization Manager now:

• Structural specialization.

• Domain specialization.

• Attribute specialization.

Structural specialization
Allows declaring new top-level topic types and map types. In this way entirely new document types
can be specified.

Domain specialization
Allows defining new elements that can be used inside of any document type defined by structural
specialization.

Attribute specialization
Allows defining new attributes for elements that can be used for conditional processing or common
purpose. Attribute Specialization is defined by means of Domain Specialization.

http://www.ditaworks.com/modeling/
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 3.2 Structural Specialization

Structural specialization defines new types of structured information, such as new topic types or new
map types.

Structural types define structures for modules of information, such as concept or task or reference,
which often apply across subject areas (for example, a user interface task and a programming
task may both consist of a series of steps). When new elements are introduced through structural
specialization, the elements that contain the new elements must be specialized as well; and the new
container elements must have their containers specialized in turn, all the way to the root element for
the module (for example, the <topic> element or <map> element).

Structural Specialization elements according to DITA standard are stored in special containers called
Structural modules. Later these structural modules are integrated in final document definitions using
Shell DTD. DITAworks defines several model elements that represent these structures:

• DITAworks Structural module is a representation of DITA Structural module(.ent and .mod files
in DITA standard) in DITAworks system.

• DITAworks Infotype is a representation of DITA Shell DTD in DITAworks system.

3.2.1 Create Structural Module

To create a new Structural Module:

1. Select a model project.

2. On the main tool bar, open New drop down menu and select DITA Structure module.

3. In the name field, type a name for your new structural module. Click Next button.

4. Select the parent structural module for your new module. This should be a structural module of
the DITA type you want to specialize. Click Finish button.

New structure module will be created and opened in the Structure Module Editor.
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3.2.2 Structure Module Editor

Structure Module Editor enables editing Structural Modules in DITAworks in visual way. It edits files
with extension ".stdmodule".
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Structure Module Editor consists of the three areas: Elements, Containers and Parent and
Dependent Modules.

Elements and Containers areas display elements and containers defined in the structure module.

Parent and Dependent Modules area display other model elements this structure module is depending
on.

Use double click to navigate them through elements in areas described above and context menu for
performing actions with them.

Element structure consists of the attributes area and element content structure area. To make changes
in the element structure, use context menu. All available actions are presented there. See detailed
description of available structural operations in section Structural specialization operations.

Additionally, Properties view can be used to see element properties and make changes to them.

3.2.3 Infotypes
   

The structural and domain modules must be integrated into a document type before they can be used.
These modules can be combined to create many different document types. The process of creating a
new document type from a specific combination of modules is called integration.

DITAworks Infotype represents DITA Shell Document type. It serves to integrate one or more base and
specialized modules together.
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Create New Infotype
  
Follow to the steps below in order to create new Infotype:

1. Select Model project.

2. On the main tool bar, open drop down menu on New button and select DITA Info type.

 

3. In the name field, type a name for your new info type. Click Next.

4. Enter PublicID for your future infotype (by default, it is formed from Model project publicID and
Infotype name). This ID will be used for unique identification of new infotype in XML catalog.
Click Next.

5. Select structure module that will be used as main container for storing all structural changes.
Click Next.

Note: If structural module was not created before it is possible to create new structure module
on this step by pressing on Specialize button. New window will open, where you will be able to
define new structural module and parent structural module for it.

6. Select domains that will be used within created infotype. Use button with arrows or simply double
click to select required domains. Click Finish.

New Infotype will be created and open in the Infotype Editor.

Infotype Editor
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Infotype editor consists of the Structure and Modules tabs.

Structure tab

Structure tab displays all Infotype elements in form of the tree. This tree is dynamically build up from
all components(structural modules and domains) that are linked to current Infotype and shows the
structure of resulting XML. The tree consists of following graphical items:

• Elements, attributes and entity containers are shown with appropriate icons.

• SEQUENCE  element requires the child elements to appear in the specified sequence within the
containing element.

• CHOICE  element allows one and only one of the child elements to be present within the
containing element.

• Multiplicity  of the element (0..*, 0..1, 1, 1..*) is shown within the element icon.

• Elements that are disabled on current specialization level are shown with deleted icon.

• Elements redefined or changed in the structure module are marked with blue color.

To make changes to the Element structure you can use context menu. Context menu presents only
valid operations that are allowed to be performed in current context according to DITA specialization
rules. All changes performed with the structure are stored into structure container assigned to current
Infotype.

Use Show Containers trigger button to show/hide presentation of entity containers in XML tree
structure.

Use Show Attributes trigger button to show/hide presentation of XML Attributes in XML tree structure.

Use Show Differences trigger button to show/hide presentation of differences in XML structure. If
presentation of differences is turned on than Infotype editor displays changes made in current Infotype
comparing to parent Infotype(removed elements are displayed with deleted icon, changed elements
are displayed in blue color and s.o.).

Use Generate XML button to generate XML Document based on your Specialization. This is a
convenient way to try editing your DITA Infotype in XML Editor.
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Modules tab

Modules tab displays structure module assigned to the infotype with several nested parent modules as
well as all assigned domains to current Infotype.

To change structure module for current Infortype you can:

• use actions from context menu Change Structure Module...

• use button Change Module from the toolbar

• drag and drop structure module from DITA Modules view
To change assigned domains for current Infortype you can:

• use actions from context menu (e.g. Add Domain... or Delete)

• use button Add Domain... from the toolbar

• drag and drop domains from DITA Domains view

 3.3 Structural specialization operations
This section describes structural specialization operations that are possible in DITAworks modeling
editors. These operations are accessible in 2 ways:

• via Structural Module editor . All operations described in this section are accessible from context
menu on elements in Structural Module editor.

• via Infotype editor. All operations described in this section are accessible from context menu on
tree elements in Infotype editor.

3.3.1 Basic operations with Elements
One of the basic specialization operations that can be performed in DITAworks modeling editors are
connected to operations with elements. These include:

• Specialize Element  operation is used to define new specialized elements;

• Delete element  operation is used to remove elements from parent content model in case it is
allowed according to DITA Specialization rules.

Specialize Elements

To specialize element or container (for introducing new element or container from the existing one),
use Specialize action from the right click menu on an element.

1. Right click on the element that needs to be specialized and choose Specialize menu item

As a result of specialization, new element (container) will be created in this module where selected
element will be placed (instead of parent element).
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Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Delete Element

Delete action is used to remove element (container) from the content model of edited element. Only
optional elements can be removed according to the DITA specialization rules.

Removed element can be restored in the Infotype editor by using Restore structure action.

Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

3.3.2 Operations with Containers
This section describes Operations of DITAworks modeling editors that deal with structural containers.

Most of the XML elements defined in DITA are not used directly in content models of their parent
elements. Instead so called structural containers are used to "wrap" XML element definition and this
structural container is used in content models of parent elements.

In DTD representation structural containers are presented in form of DTD entities. In example below
we see that in DTD form first usually we define XML element itself:

<!ELEMENT bandHeader (..content model definition..)* >

than structural container(DTD Entity)that references XML element:

<!ENTITY %
    bandHeader "bandHeader" >

and than we are able to use new elemnet in content models of parent elements like in example with
cdHeader element:

<!ELEMENT cdHeader ((%bandHeader;)?, (%albumsHeader;)?,
    (%commentsHeader;)?)>

Note that in content model of cdHeader element we are referencing bandHeader entity(structural
container)not a bandHeader XML element. For cdHeader element we will also define a structural
container.
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<!ENTITY % bandHeader "bandHeader" >

Usage of structural container is not a strict requirement of DITA, but it is recommended to use
structural containers as they enable easier redefinition of content models of specialized elements later
on.

DITAworks modeling editors enable following operations with structural containers:

• Specialize Structural Container. Operation enables specialization of certain structured container
from one of the parent DITA models in current Structural Module. Specialization will mean that
container will get new name, but it will still be knowledgeable about it's parent container.

• Pack In Container. This is a re-factoring operation available on XML Elements in Infotype editor
that enables wrapping of existing XML element definitions with structural container.

• Extract Container. This is a re-factoring operation available on Containers in Infotype editor that
is opposite to Pack In Container operation. It removes wrapping container from parent content
model and Structural module.

Specialize Structural Container

Operation enables specialization of certain structured container from one of the parent DITA models
as part of current Structural Module. Specialization of structured container will mean that new
container with new name will be defined in current Structural Module with reference to selected parent
container from one of the parent modules. Content model of new container will be inherited from
parent container.

To specialize structural container in Structural Module Editor:

1. Right-click on Containers area of Structured Module Editor and select Specialize
Structural Container command.

2. In opened window search and select an existing container that has to be specialized.

3. Provide a unique name for new container.

4. Press Ok
As a result of this operation new structured container will be defined with given name. Selected
structural container will be used as parent for newly created container. Content model of newly created
container can be adjusted on current specialization level according to DITA Specialization rules.

Pack In Container

Pack in container action is used to introduce new container and define its content from the
selected element.
As a result, selected element will be replaced with new container, and new container will be defined in
the structure module.
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Extract Container

Extract container action is used to replace structural container with its content.

As a result, container's content will be placed instead of container.
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Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

3.3.3 Operations with Content model
Operations with Content model of element or container are performed in order to change structure
of this element or container. in order to make any changes to content model, parent element should
be defined on current level of specialization. If you wish to change content model of container this
container should be redefined or specialized on current level of specialization(in current Structural
Module). Same applies to elements: in order to change content model of element it should be
specialized on current level.

All changes of content model for elements and containers should obey the rules of valid DITA
Specialization. DITAworks modeling editors present only valid operations in different contexts, that is
why very often most of the operations are disabled.

Redefine Element Multiplicity

Redefine Multiplicity operation enables change multiplicity of current element in parent content
model in more restrictive direction. Thus in case element in parent content model had "one to many"
multiplicity, it can be changed to "one" only. In case parent content model defined multiplicity as "zero
to many" it can be changed to "one to many" or "one" and s.o.

Operation is accessible from Structural Module Editor and Infotype Editor.

To change multiplicity in Infotype editor:

1. Right click on the element that needs to be specialized and choose Change Multiplicity
from popup menu.

List of possible multiplicity changes according to rules of valid DITA specialization will be shown.
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Allowed multiplicity of selected element will be changed. Changes will be stored in Structural Module
of current Infotype.
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Make Choice

To limit group of elements (containers) under CHOICE operator, use Make choice action to leave only
required elements (containers).
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Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Add Choice

Sometimes in your specialization you would like to define 2 different sibling elements of the same
multiple parent element(f.e. different types of sections based on standard section). Once new
elements(new types of sections in our example) are defined you will need to change content model of
parent element to include them. Add choice operation helps in providing choice in the part of content
model where only one option was available before.

To insert CHOICE operator in place of some element, use Add choice action. List of appropriate
elements (specializations of substituted element) will be presented.
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As a result, choice of elements will be inserted in place of selected element.
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Replace Element

Then working with content model of specialized element or container, any element can be replaced
with one of its specializations. To do this use Replace element operation:

1. Right click on the element that needs to be replaced and choose Replace... in the popup
menu

2. The list of valid elements for replacement will be shown. Select one of them.
As a result of replacement, new element will be placed instead of current element.
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Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Duplicate Element

Duplicate action is used to duplicate multiple element in parent content model if it is allowed according
to the DITA valid specialization rules. This operation is usually performed as a first step of new
optional sub-elements introduction. On next step Specialize Element or Replace Element operations
are used.
Duplicate action will make the following:

• "element+" will be changed to the "(element,element)+" structure

• "element*" will be changed to the "(element,element)*" structure
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

Divide Element

Divide operation is used to divide an element in it's parent content model if it is allowed according to
the DITA valid specialization rules. Divide action will make the following changes:

• "element*" will be changed to the "element*,element*" structure

• "element+" can be changed to the one of the following structures

• element+,element*

• element*,element+
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures
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Edit Content Model In DTD Form

Additionally to usage of provided single operations on Content model, DITAworks provides a possibility
to define content model in form of DTD expression. This can be an efficient way of changing content
model for experienced users.

1. Select an element or container your want to change content model for.

2. From context menu select "Edit Node in DTD form.." operation.

3. Window will open presenting current DTD expression

Changes in DTD form are validated on-the-fly according to the DITA valid specialization rules.
Only valid changes can be applied to the element.

 

4. Make changes in DTD form and click on the OK button.
As a result, changes will be applied to the element.
Modified infotype has to be published to apply implemented changes in DITAworks editors and
validation procedures

 3.4 Domain specialization

Domain specialization lets you define new types of content elements independently of topic type. That
is, you can derive new phrase or block elements from the existing phrase and block elements. You can
use a specialized content element within any topic structure where its base element is allowed. For
instance, because a p paragraph can appear within a concept body or task prerequisite, a specialized
paragraph could appear there, too.

Here's an analogy from the kitchen. You might think of topics as types of containers for preparing food
in different ways, such as a basic frying pan, blender, and baking dish. The content elements are like
the ingredients that go into these containers, such as spices, flour, and eggs. The domain resembles
a specialty grocer who provides ingredients for a particular cuisine. Your pot might contain chorizo
from the carnicerÃa when you're cooking Tex-Mex or risotto when you're cooking Italian. Similarly, your
topics can contain elements from the programming domain when you're writing about a programming
language or elements from the UI domain when you're writing about a GUI application.

DITA has broad tastes, so you can mix domains as needed. If you're describing how to program GUI
applications, your topics can draw on elements from both the programming and UI domains. You can
also create new domains for your content. For instance, a new domain could provide elements for
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describing hardware devices. You can also reuse new domains created by others, expanding the
variety of what you can cook up.

In a more formal definition, topic structural specialization starts with the containing element and works
from the top down. Domain specialization, on the other hand, starts with the contained element and
works from the bottom up.

Understanding base domains

Standard DITA 1.1 model comes with set of predefined domains that collect a set of specialized
content elements for some purpose. In effect, a domain provides a specialized vocabulary. With the
base DITA package, you receive the following domains:
Table10. Base DITA domains

Domain name Purpose

highlight To highlight text with styles such as bold, italic,
and monospace

programming To define the syntax and give examples of
programming languages

software To describe the operation of a software program

UI To describe the user interface of a software
program

In most domains, a specialized element adds semantics to the base element. For example, the
apiname element of the programming domain extends the basic keyword element with the semantic of
a name within an API.

The highlight domain is a special case. The elements in this domain provide styled presentation
instead of semantic or structural markup. The highlight styles give authors a practical way to mark up
phrases for which a semantic has not been defined.

Providing such highlight styles through a domain resolves a long-standing dispute for publication
DTDs. Purists can omit the highlight domain to enforce documents that should be strictly semantic.
Pragmatists can include the highlight domain to provide expressive flexibility for real-world authoring.
A semipragmatist could even include the highlight domain in conceptual documents to support
expressive authoring, but omit the highlight domain from reference documents to enforce strict
semantic tagging.

More generally, you can define documents with any combination of domains and topics. The resulting
documents can still be exchanged.

3.4.1 DITA Domain Editor

Elements defined using domain specialization are stored in DITAworks inside of Domain modules(files
with .domain extension). DITA Domain Editor is a special editor that works with Domain modules.
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Domain Module Editor is similar to the Structure Module Editor and consists of following areas:
Elements, Containers, Dependent modules and Attributes.

Elements and Containers areas display elements and containers defined in the domain module.

Dependent modules area display parent domains or common structural container for that domain
module. Elements from dependent modules can be used for new domain elements specializations.

Attributes area is used for Attribute specialization.

3.4.2 Create New Domain

Follow to the steps below in order to create new domain specialization module

1. Select a Model Project

2. On the main tool bar, open drop "New" down menu and select DITA domain module.
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3. In the name field, type a name for your new domain module. Click Next.

4. Select the parent domain for your new specialization or do not select any domains to create new
domain based from DITA common elements only. Click Finish button.

New domain will be created and opened in the Domain Module Editor.

 3.5 Attribute Specialization

Domain Attribute Specialization(or short Attribute specialization)provides an ability to define new
specialized attributes based on the "base" and "props" attributes. For conditional processing, this
lets you add your own attributes rather than using "otherprops", which can be clearer to authors and
implementors.

Attribute Specialization is based on Domain Specialization and is defined using Domain Editor.

3.5.1 Creating new attributes using Attribute Specialization
To make Attribute Specialization you will need DITA domain. You can create a new one as
described in Create New Domain or use existing Domain. To define a new attributes using Attribute
Specialization:

1. Open Domain Editor for Domain of your choice and go to "Attributes" area

2. From context menu on "Attributes" area select "Specialize attribute" action

3. Define a name for new attribute and select a parent attribute from list. Press "Ok"
New specialized attribute will be created. Optionally you will have possibility to define possible values
for newly defined attribute.
Note: If you new attribute is specialized from "props" attribute, it will treated as conditional processing
attribute and it will appear in "Tags" view.
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Note: Attributes specialized using Attribute specialization will appear for all XML elements where base
specialized attribute was allowed as soon as edited domain will be used in one of the infotypes.

 3.6 Testing your model
 
Inside of Infotype Editor there is a quick possibility to try your specialization by working with it using
build-in XML Editor. For this use Generate default XML action in the Infotype editor.

1. Open one of the Infotype, select XML element (f.e. root element of the structure module) and call
Generate default XML action.

 

2. Popup window will appear asking for parameters for XML file generation. Here user can choose
whether optional elements should be generated and s.o.

Sample XML will be generated and opened in the XML editor.

 

 3.7 Importing Model
There is a possibility to import existing DITA models (in DTD or XSD form) into the DITAworks Model
project. To do this follow these steps:
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1. Create a new Model project (skip this step if imported model needs to be placed inside already
existing model project).

2. In the Project Explorer area, right click and select Import action

3. In the popup menu, select DITAcategory and in there, Import DITA model. Click Next.
 

4. In the next step, select a base model . This model will be used as main dependency when
importing your model. For most of the case you would use standard DITA 1.1. On the same step
you can also choose dependent models that are needed by imported model. Also you need to
define the destination for the imported model (e.g. select Use existing package, click on the
Choose button and select required model project there). Click Next.

5. In the next step, select a folder there imported model is located. You can either select a folder
containing DTD(Schema files)or alternatively folder containing catalog file referencing all
elements of imported model. Later option is preferable because in this case public Ids defined in
catalog will be also imported properly.

After selecting source folder the pre-processing mechanism will analyze source files and display
result of analysis - list of available infotypes and modules. You can select modules or infotypes
for import separately. Click Finish.

6. Imported model is validated during import preprocessing. Results of validation are displayed in
the Console view

In case there were no critical validation errors, the model will be imported in the selected model
project.

 3.8 Exporting model
There is a possibility to export Model projects from the DITAworks Model project into DTD or XML
Schema form. When exporting to DTD or Schema, file structures created on disk will be following
recommendations of DITA specification.
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1. Select a model project in the project explorer, right click it and select Export action.

2. In the popup menu, select DITA category and in there,Export DITA model. Click Next button.

3. Select a folder to export the model and specify required model projects. Click Finish button.
As a result, model will be exported to the selected folder.

 

 3.9 Model Publishing
Any changes in DITA model in DITAworks are not immediately available in editorial tools. This
provides Information Architect with possibility to work with the model and test changes without
affecting already created content. To make changes made on the model available to editorial tools,
changes have to be published.

To publish changes in Model and make them available for content projects, use  Publish package 
context action in the Project Explorer.

1. Find a model in the project explorer that needs to be published

2. Right click on the model and select Publish package action
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As a result the model changes will be available in editorial tools. F.e new infotypes will appear in "New
Topic" wizard of DITAworks editorial tooling.
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